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ABSTI~CT 
We show that totally positive matrices irom ]meat algebra nd cyclic polytopes 
[rom convexity ~ ~ ~ y  "--~--~ 
o~ the resulting correspondence. 
JLIN Jt HULIUL, 2 ~U~. 
~ ~ - -  A ,  ws1~, i~  , ,  i ~ ~ a., ao ,v ,~,~ v ~3~. .~ . . . .  ~. 
prodded an A  non- 
negative). Total posiUvity plays a signi~cant role in theoretical econonfi~ and 
various branches of mathematics. The reader is referred to the fundamental 
book of Kadin [9] and the recent survey of Ando [l] for "Je~-~!~ ~-~.d ~-ther 
re[erence$. (Note ~t  ADdo's 8 J~de uses a ~~y ~¢.~nt  ~O~OiOgy.y  
A '--~" p ~ ~,d-t |~ .W01~ic ~ it ~ isomorvhic to the convez hu~ of a ~-y~¢~.~. . . . . . . .  _ 
finite subset of the . .~~ ¢un~ {(~ ~, . . . ,  ~a-t)  ~ Ea-~[~ ~]8}. The most 
p~J~e~.  ~¢ult on cyclic poiyto~m is probably McMullen's upped-bound 
theorem [11] stating that among all (d -  1)-polytopes with n vertices the 
cyclic polytopes have the max~mn mnber of ~mensiona] faces ~or 8]] 
 ffi 
As is m~stomary h-~ the ~eory of convex tmly~opes (see G~b~ {8]), ~e 
vertices of cyclic poly~opes are ~ele~ w~ respect o meees~on o~ f~e 
n,.oment ~-~-e. A cyclic ~!~op~ P is a~ng if all subpol~op~ o~ P are 
cyclic, and if the ¢~rres~n~g isomo~p~L.~_.s to cyclic poly~o~.s o~e ~D.J 
] -~d~ee~ by the ~ve e~om~ ~!mg of P. This ~e~o|o~y has been 
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SU~r~mted in oriented matroid theory because the minimal Radon partitions 
(oz signed c~cuits) on the vertices of an alternating po|ytope P exhibit an 
alternating pattern when labeled canonically [2, 7, 14]. 
Alternating polytopes are in a certain sense the prototypes of cyclic 
polytopes [7], and Shemer proved that every even-dimension~ cyclic poly- 
tope is alternating [13, Theorem 2.12]. It is easy to see that Shemer's remit 
fails to hold if d is even. For example, the convex hull of the points 
x~'ffi(O,O,6), xs-~-~,l,1), x3~,~,o  ~, x~'ffi(3,9,27), x~'ffi(4,16,57), and 
Xe "ffi (5, 25,125) is a cyclic ~olytope with 6 vertices which is not alt~-nating 
hnt .~mh that MI its mbpelytopes are cyclic. 
As the main result d the present note it is proved that there is a na~ 
correspondence b tween alternating polytopes and totally positive matrices. 
In this statement we can, by the above argument, replac~ "alternating" by 
"cyclic" ----~--u~u~ the -additional smmption that d is odd. As us~,  we mmider 
(d - 1)-dimensional Euclidean space E d- z embedded as an ai/ine hyperplane 
in the vector space R ~. 
Tszo~ 1. Let xt, xs,..., x, e E d-x be the (canon/ca//~ /abded) 
~ces  of an .~a~ing  (d -  1):~i~ope, and let A be an (n -  d)× d 
w~z~x of homogeneous coordinates of x~+ ,,..., x, vers'~ tF~ ~,'~dered basis 
((--  !)d+ .l~d,(-- 1)dXd_Z, . . . ,  --Xs, XZ) of  R d. Then  A is tota l ly  pos i t ive,  
and, conversdy, every totaii~ positive mairix ~ -'-~-'---' ~-- -  oomz~waz  80:Tu~ a~te~a~- 
ing po l lu te  in this way. 
2. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
We n~e~l] the following algebraic characterization of alternating poly~opes 
which is well known in the theory of oriented matroi&. 
S. A set { rs,..., x, } ¢ E d- (cammicallV labd ) 
s~ of w~ic~ of an a~~ng (d- 1)f~lytope if and only if all ("~ , _ _ • J ~d/ 
or~d simplic~s [x~, x~e..., x~], where 1 <~ i~ < i s < .. < i d <~ n, have 
the san~ ~ or~tath)n.  
For a proof of this ]emma we refer to Cordovfl and Duchet [7] and 
$turmfcls [14], where the oriented mastoid interpretations of cycfic and 
neighborly po|ytopes are worked out in detail. Note, for emmple, that 
L~.~ ~ is a geome~cal reformulation of [14, Remark 2.3], which states 
that cyclic ch i ro~ as introduced in [4] and a l ten~ng ma~ds  as 
intr~uc~ by B~d and L~ Verbenas [$] ~re equiv~ent s~ctures. 
s 
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The key steps in our proof of Theorem 1 consist of two matrix-theoretical 
obse~oHnnc For these we employ some of the combinatorial bbreviatiom 
used in [1]. Given n >t d >I 1, we write Qa,, "- { a = (a l, a~_,..., ad) ~ Nd[I ~< 
at < am < "'" < aa ~< n }. The complement of a d-tuple ~ ~ Qa,, is the 
unique (n - d)-tuple a' ~ Q,_ ~, d with a u a' - { 1, 2,.o., n }. Furthermore, 
we write ~ ~ t3.~:a,, for the d-tuple ~ : ;  (n + 1 - ad,.. .  , n ÷ i - a:,_~. For a 
Qd. , ,  sgn(a) is de f ied  as sgn(~) of the permutation ~ that assigns a i tO i for 
= 1,~,. A. ~ ~d ~; to d + ~ ,~o~ -- ~,2, . . . , ,  - d. 
Let an n x m matrix, a ~ Qt,, ,  and ~0 ~ Q~,~. Then A[a[fl] is the 
k x I submatrix of A using rows indexed by a and colunms indexed by ~0. 
F inny ,  we abbreviate A [a[-] : -  A [al l ,2. . . ,m].  
3. Let f /d= (~) be the d × d marx  defi,~d by 
~'= {o (-  1)J-' i f  i+ j=d+l ,  eth~m:,. ise . 
Then we hat~ for a / / r= i , . . . ,d and for all a,[~ ~ Q,.d" 
det fla[alfl] ffi (;~(fl) a- -p ,  
othem~.  
Proof. If aS  ~0", then fld[aifi ] has a ~ow of zeros, ~__d hen~ det 9d[alp] 
--0. On the other hand, 
CO~,,d+ 1+fir " " " cod ~,d+ t -p~ 
d~tn~[~l#]  =d~t  : ". : 
u , • 




ffi ( - 1 ) t~- ,#, -  ~-  d<d- ~/~ 
(- i)#~ -~ 
(- i)#, -l 
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Obser:e theft ~e ~t equation ~ an immediate consequenc~ of the definition 
of "sgn"; see ~ [1, (1.S5)]. [] 
and only i f  all d × d subdete~nar~ of the n × d marx  
~et l  
~.e. the jux~posi,~m of .qd and A, ~_~_~ the same ~ s~.  
Proof. Given ~'~Qd.,, let re{1 ,2 , . . . ,d}  such that kd_ ,~d< 
Xd_,+, .. Define a~Qr.n_ d by a i : f~d_r+i -d  for i - i , . . . , r ,  and define 
f l e  Q, a through its complement by B.~ := d + 1 - ~d_,+ l - j  for ] -- 1,..., 
d - ¢ .~ o~er words, fl = (A)' if We" consider A :ffi (k ;,..., ~d_,) as an 
element of Qd-,.d. 
Observe that for a given r e { 1,2,..., d } every ~r  (a~ ~) ~z Q,. ~_ ~, × Q,. d 
can be -~..'tten i.-. thi___s form_ wi:th a suitable X e Qd,..,.. Note also that det ~d _. 
+ 1 by Lemma 3. Tiffs h'nplim that, in order to prove Lentma 4, it is 
sufficient o de~ve the identity det B[~[-] ffi det A[a!fl ]. 
We do so by computing the determinant of the matrix B[~[-] using 
Lap]~.~ expansion with respect to the P~rst d - r rows. This yields 
detB[X] -  ]=  ~, sgn(y)detB[Xl,...,Xd_,ly]detB[Xd_,+l,...,XdlY' ' 
m r, sgn(y)det 2 d [ ~ x,. ~d-,IY ]det A [ alT'] L ,a  **~ 
¥ GQa-,,, 
--- det A[aifi]. 
The last equation follows from Lem_ma 3 and the definition of ft. [] 
Proof of  Theorem 1. Let xx, xs,..., x . ~_ E~-i c ~ d be t_he (canonic~y 
]aimled) vertices of an alternaiing (d -  1)-polytope, and let B denote the 
n × d mab'ix of coordinates of ~e  x: with r_espect to a ~ven basis 
(b l, b~,..., bd) of R d. By Len~na 2, all d × d subdeterminants of B Me of 
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T'~lte _ I _ 9  _ _o  * ~  mc~mg ~e specmc basis 
(bx, bo., .ha) ( (1 )  d+z '-- l)axd_ 
" ' "  :~"  - -  ~d '~,  t ' " "  
we o~toi----a coordinate ma~x of the form 
- -  X2, , X l ) ,  
A " 
The (n - d) x d matrix A, which rew~sents x~ + 1,..., x, versus that basis, is 
totally po~i~ve by ~ a  4. 
Conversely, ff A is a totally pmitive (n - d)× d matr~_, then the rows of 
the matrix (A ~)  form the homogeneom coordinates of an alternating (d - l)- 
polytope, again by Lemm~s 2and 4. [] 
3. APPLICATIONS AND REMARKS 
Having once established the equivalence between these seemingly differ- 
ent objects, it is interesting to see whether certain known results on tota~y 
positive matrices can yield new ins~,hts on altema~ag/cy¢~c ~ytopes and 
vice versa. 
A natural question which has been considered in both areas concerns the 
topology of the space of all such matric~ or po|ytopes. It has been pointed 
out by Berman, Hersl~owitz, and jobn~n [3] that ~e space of a!l to~,a~y 
positive n X m ma_m'ces is path-connected in the standard topoiogy induced 
from R n~. in [4] it is proved that the realization space of the rank-d 
alternating matroid with n vertices is topologicaiiy an open (n -  d)d-b~. 
This remit together with Theorem 1 implies the following 
Cono~Y 5. The space of  totally posi~ve ma.~.'.ces m × n nuz~'ic~ is 
kummrmorphic to R m". 
Note that Co~ ]]ary 5 can also be proved by inductive|y coaside~g the 
na~tr~ ~mp ~a ~ m×n mah-iccs onto ~- m×(n-1)  ma~ces by 
deleting the last row. For, t~t  map restricted to the subspace of rotary 
p~t ive matrices is a fibrafion .w~.~m a convex ~iber ~,~,  by ai~ ar~ment 
to [12.. Lemrna 2~I]. 
Let us next mention a r~t  on totaUy posib've ma~ces w~Jc~ ~,~,~d 
provide a new geometrical ~pect. C. Cryer has show~ that for an n × 
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matr~ A to be totally positive it is su~cient to check the nonnegat~v~ty of a
certain relat~vel_y small subclass of minors of A [6]; ..see also [1, Theorem 2.1]. 
The currently best algorithm for reco~g totally positive matrices is due 
to C. M~hibach and M. Gasca [i5]. "~ " "' " - " - ' -  '----'~ " - " " "  £ne~r memou, wmcn is ua~-uon ~=vm~ 
~gmtnat~on, requires only O(m ~) elementary operatiom (provided m >I n). 
.u  _ .~  • 
means that L~ result ~es  us wi~ rda~ive|y small ~educed systems 
[4, DeFinition 3.3] for akemating matroi&, Reduced systems for oriented 
matroids were first introduced by j. Bokows~m as an important ool for 
algorRhnfically deciding the polytopai r~b i l i ty  of uiangulated spheres. 
The standard construction " ' "~ ' - - -  v,, - - ,~-~ for sm~ t~lueed systems [5, Al- 
gorithm 3.2] uses s~cces~vely a rz<luction argument based on three-term 
G~nn-P l i i ckec  @zyg~. It is interesting to see that also Cryer's and 
Ando's proofs for the above result are based on the very same detenninantal 
identities [1, Equation (2.10); $, Equation (1)]. 
These few remarks mtfice to suggest that many more interesting connec- 
unegplored. More specifically, we think that methods h'om oriented matroid 
theory might be useKd in particular for the qualitative analysis of matrices 
and linear ~.mn (see e.g. Klee and van den Driessche [10]). 
I w~h to thank P. C~tzmann for his helpful sugge,vtions, and C IL 
]ohnam and H. Schneider for intwduci~ me to the literature on totaU~l 
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